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Cost and Performance Accounting
Cost and Performance Accounting for Microsoft Dynamics
NAV offers a controlling tool which allows to perform cost
analyses and operational evaluations. This special solution
enables you to cover all requirements, such as internal
performance accounting, allocations by any method,
calculative recurring postings, working with budgeted costs
and the evaluation of data by using user-defined analysis
views.
Cost and Performance Accounting is a software solution
which is state-of-the-art and highly scalable offering the
special CKL effect.

CKL PLUS products
Our add-ons for Dynamics NAV are more than enhancements for Microsoft’s ERP system. They contribute added
value to your Financial Accounting and Controlling, seamlessly integrate and significantly simplify your work. The core of
the product portfolio is Cost and Performance Accounting.
Furthermore, we offer other in-house special solutions which
are based 100 percent on Microsoft Dynamics NAV: Valuation
PLUS, Costing Method Change PLUS, Inventory Value PLUS
and Inventory Adjustment PLUS.

VALUATION
PLUS

INVENTORY
PLUS

COSTING METHOD
CHANGE PLUS

INVENTORY ADJUSTMENT PLUS

Continia Products

COST- AND PERFORMANCE ACCOUNTING

For detailed product information
visit www.ckl-kore.de
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For more than 20 years, Continia has created added value
for the Microsoft Dynamics NAV users by offering solutions
for the automation and effective management of document
transactions in the Inbox and Outbox area along with approval processes, such as Document Capture, the ideal solution
for scanning, extracting information and processing of invoices and other documents in Dynamics NAV.
With Document Output, you can automate manual dispatch
of reports from Microsoft Dynamics NAV to your customers,
and with Expense Management, you can enter your documents by using mobile devices, automatically register your
file attachments and transfer them directly to Microsoft
Dynamics NAV.

DOCUMENT
CAPTURE

DOCUMENT
OUTPUT

EXPENSE
MANAGEMENT
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Cost and Performance
Accounting
Overview of Advantages
■
■

Technically state-of-the-art and highly scalable
Investment protection by Microsoft as a technology 		
partner

■

Intuitive user guidance by new role-based user interface

■

Simple interface configuration with other systems

■

Multidimensional analyses (up to 8 dimensions)

■

Integrated performance accounting/determination

■

Evaluation and allocation of performance units

■

Automation of budgeted and actual cost rates

■

Any number of extended allocation methods

Cost Centre Accounting
Cost Centre Accounting provides the basic features of
operational cost accounting. One of the basic features is
the consistent division into fixed and variable cost
components. You can specify fixed amounts or percentage
values in the various cost types. Cost Centre Accounting
offers the basic features such as BAB, allocations and cost
rate setting. Cost Centre Accounting is also the basis for
determining surcharge rates for profit performance accumulation.

Cost and Performance
Accounting complements
Dynamics NAV and is an
essential element in the
COST AND PERFORfurther processing of AcMANCE ACCOUNTING
counting and Production
data for strategic business decisions. In particular, medium-sized Manufacturing companies
and larger international Trading enterprises
require a controlling solution for their data
analysis.
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Cost Unit Accounting
Cost Unit Accounting is a module which allows you to set up
multi-level contribution margin analyses. The module is
primarily intended to be used for cost unit period accounting. Thanks to the seamless integration of charging processes into the Cost Centre Accounting area, meaningful
contribution margin levels can be used with fixed cost coverage. You can use CKL Cost Unit Accounting to determine
the level at which costs have been incurred for a specific
product or service.
This can be both for individual product units as well as for
the total quantity of a product type generated and sold
within an accounting period. Prime cost analyses and
multilevel direct costing are possible by using variable cost
account schedules.
Features of Cost Unit Accounting
■

Use of diverse number of cost units

■

Division into fixed and variable amount parts

■

■
■

■
■

■

■

■
■

■

Option to automatically consider cost and performance 		
postings
Any number of contribution margin levels
Performance recording in combination with a reference 		
value and charge rate
Internal performance accounting
Setup of an unlimited number of overhead calculation 		
schemes
Calculation of overhead surcharges for crediting to the 		
Cost Centre Accounting
Creation of cost unit budgets with fixed and variable
(quantity based) budgets
Export/import of budget data to/from Excel
Setup of any number of analysis views required for actual
and budget data
Calculatory recurring postings

Analysis
Analysis views can be created based on the dimensions
posted in Cost Accounting. The basis for these analyses
are postings of the Cost Centre and Cost Unit Accounting
as well as budget data. In addition, the analysis data can
be linked with account schedules in order to get a different
presentation form. All relevant data can be exported for
further processing from the analysis view to a pivot table in
Excel via a direct export interface.
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Today, over 2,600 mediumsized companies rely on
CKL software – this is top
of the class in Europe in the
COST AND PERFORMicrosoft Dynamics NAV
MANCE ACCOUNTING
environment.
Our customers particularly value our longterm development experiences, the continuous
software versions that are technically and
functionally up-to-date, always in line with the
development cycles of Microsoft Dynamics NAV.
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Valuation PLUS
Valuation PLUS enables you to prepare and to evaluate your
current assets in a correct and reliable manner according
to statutory valuation regulations. With the special solution,
you can determine key values relevant to the balance sheet
as part of the annual inventory in an easy and convenient
manner. The required transition, detailed proof of the
valuation criteria and the resulting values are guaranteed
towards auditing authorities.
Valuation PLUS is the ideal solution if
■
■
■
■
■

■

■

assets have to be correctly valued on the reporting date
you need to re-determine your unit cost
you want to perform multidimensional valuations
calculation with Excel is too time-consuming
your auditor does not accept the deduction and 		
comprehensibility.
you cannot transparently show the dependencies of
the “strict lowest value adjustment principle” and the 		
associated rules
your requirements go beyond the features offered by 		
standard Microsoft Dynamics NAV

Valuation PLUS is seamlessly integrated into the Financial
Management area of your Microsoft Dynamics NAV system.
Valuations performed with Valuation PLUS are done by
strictly adhering to the lowest value adjustment principle.
■
■

Valuation PLUS is the ideal
supplement to your
Financial Accounting which
enables you to properly
VALUATION
determine the current
PLUS
assets at the balance
sheet date and to easily meet documentation
requirements. The valuation rules can be
flexibly set up and are fully based on the item
movements in Dynamics NAV enabling to
simplify your next financial statement.
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■
■
■
■
■
■

valuation by age structure
valuation by item range
valuation by disposal method
valuation by lot expiration date
valuation by locations
valuation by lowest value
valuation by lowest value foreign currencies
manual individual value correction

The “Valuation PLUS” module is fully based on the item
movements in Microsoft Dynamics NAV. Each movement
is interpreted according to the assigned valuation rule and
proposed for posting, where the lowest value of all valid
valuation rules is marked as valid. The user can change or
adjust the value manually by performing individual value
correction.
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Costing Method Change
PLUS
Costing Method Change PLUS (CMC) enables you to change
costing methods subsequently while preserving the cost
data in the item entries and historic item data.
The costing method is of key importance for calculating the
inventory value of a company. Different methods can result
in widely differing costs and inventory values even if the
same data basis is used. Normally, the costing method of
an item is firmly defined in the item and value entries, once
item movements are posted. However, in some situations
it may become necessary to change the costing method of
an item.
Three frequent cases:
■

■

User error: a user selects the wrong costing method by 		
mistake when setting up an item.
Legal reasons: if you want to achieve conformity with the
International Accounting Standards (IAS), it may be
required to change your costing method.
For example, the IAS does not permit the use of the
LIFOcosting method so that companies may be forced to 		
change the selected costing method.

■

Change in procurement: your company plans to buy an		
item externally that used to be manufactured in-house by
your company (e. g. by using the Standard costing method).
This can lead to the fact that you need to change the
costing method to a method which is more suitable for 		
purchases.

Costing Method Change PLUS is directly developed in Microsoft Dynamics NAV which enables you to re-determine the
costing methods of your items during operation on balance
sheet date in a flexible and easy manner.
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The Costing Method Change
PLUS module is a tool which
enables to perform required
corrections in the costing
COSTING METHOD
method during operation
CHANGE PLUS
in a reliable manner and
without data loss while preserving all cost data
in the item entries and historic item data.
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Inventory PLUS
Overview of Advantages
■ Comprehensive use and application of total cost method
■ Separation of accounts by incidents and processes
■ Warehouse analysis - comparing goods management with
financial accounting
■

Identification of floating goods with documentary proof

Determining Cost of Sales and Added Value in your Total
Cost Method
Do you need goods sold and added value of your production for proper use of classic total cost method? With Inventory Value PLUS, you can post “direct” and “indirect”
production costs on different accounts and differentiate
warehouse transactions by unfinished work and production
receipts. Work in progress (WIP) can also be divided into
activation and deactivation. This way, you can post your
production costs based on production orders into your
Financial Accounting.
No longer need to say „Help – there is something wrong
with the inventory value“
Reconcile your warehouse with the stock accounts in your
General Ledger. Deviations can be easily identified, fixed
or documented. Make use of where-used lists provided in
Inventory Value PLUS.
Accounts Separated by Incidents or Processes

Inventory PLUS helps you
make comprehensive use of
the total cost method. By using
separate accounts, e. g. by
INVENTORY
dividing into direct and indirect
PLUS
production costs or breaking
down on the stock account into physical inventory,
revaluation, scrapping and manual postings, you
can get differentiated views of your data. Any
deviations between warehouse and stock account
can be easily corrected.
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Have you ever wanted to distinguish your products by assigning them separately to your Purchasing and Production?
Do you want to divide the warehouse movements of the
stock account into physical inventory, revaluation, scrapping
and manual postings?
With Inventory PLUS, you can override the Posting Setup
depending on the source and/or reason code. This way, you
can use separate accounts.
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Inventory Adjustment
PLUS
Overview of Advantages
■
■

■

■

Reinitialisation of item unit costs
Subsequent use of values flow features in the existing 		
system
Identification of causes for erroneous inventory 		
adjustment
Readjustment of items

Reinitialisation of Integrated Value Flow Functionality
In most cases, it is difficult to perform any corrections on
data which have been entered once, such as data for inventory values that are erroneous by historical postings.
Until now, any subsequent activation of the value flow functionality in the existing system has only been possible by
restarting the goods management system and thus losing
all movements (item/value entries).
With Inventory Adjustment PLUS, you can specify and readjust a new unit cost per data by using flexible criteria. This
way, you can re-post your existing stock by using the new
unit cost. The new unit cost will used for any subsequent
postings; and historical item and value entries are available
for quantity evaluations.
Readjustment of Items
Do you need to adjust an item at a reference date? With
Inventory Adjustment PLUS, you get an overview of the
regulation chains – from original receipt to final issue.
You can easily identify if the value on the regulation chains
are proportionately received correctly as issued value
leading to a stock value of zero.
If this is not the case, you can open the regulation chains to
repeat the value adjustment process. For this, you can
re-open the item entry of the relevant item from the list.
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Inventory Adjustment PLUS
allows you to specify new
unit costs later on or to
activate the value flow
INVENTORY
functionality without losing
ADJUSTMENT PLUS
any previous movements. By
using regulation chains, you can also check at
any time if an incoming value is proportionately
received correctly as a value and, if required,
take appropriate measures.
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Document Capture
Continia Document Capture automatically captures and
processes your invoices and other documents. Thanks to
the automatic document recognition, you can optimise
and accelerate process sequences and minimise the typing
of information within Dynamics NAV.
The add-on from Continia is the only integrated solution
for Microsoft Dynamics NAV with the following functions:
■
■

■
■
■

■

■
■
■

automatic recording and registration of documents
recognition and processing via optical character
recognition (OCR)
data extraction
optimised electronic document flow
convenient approval and release process support – also
via browser by using the Continia Approval Web Portal
ability to provide information: Where is the document? 		
Status of the document?
automatic assignment to a purchase order
add documents by drag & drop to any data record
full text search

Document Capture offers excellent performance features to
compare the supplier invoices with your purchase orders.
For example, you can differentiate individual purchasing
lines, process partial deliveries across several purchase
order numbers and so on. A purchase invoice can be
automatically released for payment if the deviating amount
is within a predefined threshold value.
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Continia Document Capture
accelerates processing of
documents in Microsoft
Dynamics NAV. In addition to
DOCUMENT
automatic capturing and recoCAPTURE
gnition of invoices and other
documents, the add-on offers a number of further
functionalities which makes the Capturing solution
to the most comprehensive system for Dynamics
NAV available on the market. Another plus: You
can completely set up and run Document Capture
within a few days.

Document Capture is the ideal preliminary step to a document
management system, which can be connected or integrated.
Document Capture is not a classical archiving or DMS
solution.
The solution certified by Microsoft is already used by over
1,500 customers worldwide. You can completely set up and
run Document Capture within a few days.
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Document Output
Continia Document Output automatically sends your
reports from Microsoft Dynamics NAV to your customers
and business partners. This may be, for example, quotes,
order confirmations, sales invoices, credit memos and so
on. Document Output offers a variety of predefined e-mail
templates with links to the corresponding Dynamics NAV
reports:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

quote
order confirmation
delivery slip
invoice
credit memo
reminder
bank statement
finance charge memo
purchase order
delivery status tracking

In Document Output, you can determine the recipients and
the type of documents to be received by them. Then, you
just need to adjust the e-mail template to your own design by
drag and drop in Outlook and can get started immediately.
For example, you can create reminders with attachments of
open invoices and send them with just a click.
Benefits along the line
Document Output is a comprehensive solution without the
need of further adjustments to your reports in order to
send them properly to your business partners. This is the
reason why Document Output is much simpler and more
cost-efficient in terms of implementation, development and
maintenance compared to many other solutions.
Central control of your documents
Document Output enables you to centrally control and
determine which external recipients and business partners
you want to send which type of documents. Users can immediately see in their personalised role center the current
delivery status of all business documents.
Save time and money
Send your reports fast and easily by e-mail and save the
costs for delivery and packaging by using Document Output.
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With Document Output, you
can automatically send reports from Microsoft
Dynamics NAV to customers
DOCUMENT
and business partners.
OUTPUT
Predefined e-mail templates
can be easily adjusted to your corporate design.
You only need to combine the address data with
the e-mail and report.
Once configured, there is no longer any need
for manual processing.
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Expense Management
Overview of Advantages
■
■
■

■

App for mobile entry o travel documents
Automatic further processing in Microsoft Dynamics NAV
Comparison of company credit cards with travel cost 		
documents
Simple approval process

Mobile Document Entry for Travel Expenses
Hotel bills, taxi receipts, fuel receipts, and many more – employees who are regularly on business trips know the administrative effort when returning to the office. With Continia
Expense Management, you can remotely enter all travel expense documents already during your business trip directly
into Microsoft Dynamics NAV ensuring that your expenses
are promptly processed by the Accounting department.
With the Expense app for iPhone, Android and Windows,
you can enter your travel expense data: expense vouchers
are photographed, supplemented with project or travel
information and sent to Microsoft Dynamics NAV.
Any additionally required information, such as account
number, department and project key, are defined in advance in Dynamics NAV. You can also use the Expense App in an
offline mode thus helping to avoid roaming charges. Moreover, you can enter electronic receipts via the Web Expense
Web portal.
Convenient Approval Procedure

Continia Expense Management modernises your the
travel expense accounting.
Business travellers benefit
EXPENSE
from the direct entry of
MANAGEMENT
documents via smartphone
which are immediately further processed in
Microsoft Dynamics NAV. Employee expenses
can be processed more quickly and more
efficiently as well as be compared with your
credit card statements.
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In Continia Expense Management, you can release all entered travel documents in the Dynamics NAV client or via the
Continia Approval Web Portal. This way, you can keep track
of your travel expense receipts and add further information
or documents later on.
Highlight
Import the credit card information of your bank in Expense
Management to automatically synchronise the submitted
travel expense receipts with the company‘s own credit card
statements.
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Services at CKL
You can contact us quickly via our service line and help desk
portal. We are aware of our responsibility and know how
important it is for our partners and customers to receive
prompt, high quality and optimal support.
In addition to our hotline service by phone, CKL Software
GmbH has expanded its support services by introducing a
powerful ticket system. The ticket system receives your
requests via the e-mail address support@ckl-kore.de.
Support – Quick, Simple and Competent
We are also available to you with our knowledge after you
have successfully introduced Microsoft Dynamics CKL cost
accounting as a partner. Comprehensive service and support
is a matter of course for us.
We provide appropriate support services for all of our
solutions and will be pleased to advise you on the various
possibilities of our service offerings.
CKL product support team
You can reach our support team from
Monday – Friday from 8.30 a.m.–05.00 p.m.
Phone: +49 (0)40 / 533 00 999-8
support@ckl-kore.de
Continia product support team
You can reach our support team from
Monday – Friday from 8.30 a.m.–05.00 p.m.
Phone: +49 (0)40 / 533 00 999-8
support@ckl-kore.de
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Software that pays for itself.
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CKL Software GmbH
Theodorstraße 42-90
Haus 4B, Loft 423
D-22761 Hamburg
T +49 40 / 53300 999 0
F +49 40 / 53300 999 9
info@ckl-kore.de
www.ckl-kore.de

